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6th Class have just completed a music
project. They may have woken the
neighbours, got some complaints

(maybe even a lawsuit?) but at least
they tried!

We went from average musicians to
prodigies thanks to Dabble Doo music.
Using household objects they created

brass, percussion and woodwind
instruments. From every corner of our
room could be heard blowing, tapping,

deep sounds with shorts pipes and
squeaky sounds with with longer pipes!

There was lots of fun for everyone!

Announcements

Student Council

members

Green School Members



Checkmates!
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Comedy Gold
with

Maks and Matiú

Why doesn't Wally wear stripes?

Because he doesn't want to be spotted!

Where did the author go for a break?

The space bar!!

 

Why does the jack-o-lantern work with fires?

Because he's a' pump'kin!!!

by Gabriel
This term in chess we were learning the basics and
other things like the Spainish opening and new stuff

about castling. I think it was good fun playing with
our friends and learning at the same time. My
favourite part of the lesson was when our wits

would meet on the board!

Our Final Nature Trek

 

by Christian

So it's our last Nature Trek..although it's sad that we won't have
anymore, at least when we leave we can reminisce about our

memories and the joy we had along the way trekking through nature.

Trip to the Gunpowder Mills

by Caila and Sophie

On Wednesday the 25th of September we went with Ms.Doherty and
the other sixth classes to hear about the Gunpowder Mills. We

learned about how it was made and what all the buildings were for. It
was great fun and interesting.

 
 

Sports Round Up 
by Darragh

Under 12 Ballincollig Footballers and Hurlers won
their county finals recently.

The Cork U20s and Minors came to Scoil Barra.
We had a good laugh and then they left. Cork is

the best!

Early Morning Litter Squad!
When we do litter we aim to help the
earth. We do it in the morning in our

own free time.
Litter Team.

Kensuke's Kingdom Review

by Benjamin

Kensuke's Kingdom is a wonderful book by
Michael Murpurgo. It has a 10/10 storyline. It

is about a boy called Michael who gets
stranded on an island with a man called

Kensuke who has lived on the island for 50
years.

Art
by Christian


